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Gardens are ever changing, and
gardeners adapt, season-by-
season, to the nature of

weather and time, to the processes of
growth and decay. While adaptations are
often minor—replacing a perennial or
altering the shape of a bed—sometimes
a complete overhaul may be necessary.
I was shocked when my partner,

Richard Meacock, suggested that our
well-intentioned prairie garden should
be scrapped. Despite periodic flushes of
splendor, the plantings had become
unruly and impossible to maintain. He
envisioned a formal vegetable garden
instead, a potager, or kitchen garden,
that would combine the pleasures of
food and aesthetics. 
With careful attention to using every

square inch of the space, we began the
design process. We measured the space
and prepared a drawing to scale. A piece
of trace paper was placed over the plot
to see how the path and bed widths
could play out. We decided that the best
proportions to fit the space would be 
3-foot-wide paths with beds 4 or 5 feet
wide. Following these guidelines,
Richard developed a series of bed
shapes. The final and deceptively simple
design (see drawing above) is a composi-
tion of interesting and varied bed
shapes responding to the main axis of
the existing paths and borders, backed
by a series of trellises on the north side.

Formal Style
The word formal is used to describe
things that are done or made according
to prescribed rules and does not neces-
sarily imply something fancy or over-
done. In formal gardens, regularity of
line and proportion establish a sense of
order and elegant simplicity. Clear
edges, well-defined paths, accessible bed
shapes and sizes typical of formal gar-
dens make tasks, such as sowing, thin-
ning, weeding, and harvesting, easier.

Formal garden style found its fullest
expression in 17th-century France but
was embraced by many in Europe, espe-
cially the English. Gardens (called
parterres) of inconceivable scale, intri-
cate ornamentation, and complex geom-
etry were created for royalty. More mod-
est forms of this style of garden were,
and still are, created with the shared
characteristics of being garden construc-
tions on a level surface consisting of
planting beds, edged in stone or tightly

Potager 
Story and photos by Martin Stern

A veteran nursery owner finds unexpected
beauty in a formal vegetable garden.

After determining bed and path sizes, use a sod-kicker to remove grass.
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